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Fig. 1. Given a 3D face geometry and appearance maps (a), we perform traditional ray-tracing on skin pixels (b), and then project the result into a neural
image generator network to inpaint non-skin pixels (c) resulting in a high quality render that matches the geometry and skin appearance. Our method can
robustly render animations of facial expression (d), lighting changes (e), different environment maps (f) and viewpoint animations to some extent (g). Here, (d)
through (g) were created independently and show different hairstyle, clothing and backgrounds from column to column, with consistency within each column.
For several decades, researchers have been advancing techniques for creating and rendering 3D digital faces, where a lot of the effort has gone
into geometry and appearance capture, modeling and rendering techniques.
This body of research work has largely focused on facial skin, with much
less attention devoted to peripheral components like hair, eyes and the interior of the mouth. As a result, even with the best technology for facial
capture and rendering, in most high-end productions a lot of artist time is
still spent modeling the missing components and fine-tuning the rendering
parameters to combine everything into photo-real digital renders. In this
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work we propose to combine incomplete, high-quality renderings showing
only facial skin with recent methods for neural rendering of faces, in order to automatically and seamlessly create photo-realistic full-head portrait
renders from captured data without the need for artist intervention. Our
method begins with traditional face rendering, where the skin is rendered
with the desired appearance, expression, viewpoint, and illumination. These
skin renders are then projected into the latent space of a pre-trained neural
network that can generate arbitrary photo-real face images (StyleGAN2).
The result is a sequence of realistic face images that match the identity and
appearance of the 3D character at the skin level, but is completed naturally
with synthesized hair, eyes, inner mouth and surroundings. Notably, we
present the first method for multi-frame consistent projection into this latent
space, allowing photo-realistic rendering and preservation of the identity
of the digital human over an animated performance sequence, which can
depict different expressions, lighting conditions and viewpoints. Our method
can be used in new face rendering pipelines and, importantly, in other deep
learning applications that require large amounts of realistic training data
with ground-truth 3D geometry, appearance maps, lighting, and viewpoint.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Face Rendering, Neural Rendering, GAN
Inversion.
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INTRODUCTION

The creation of digital humanoid characters continues to play a dominant role in film and video game productions. Today’s advanced
techniques greatly facilitate the creation and rendering of digital humans, increasing their popularity also in episodic content. With the
advent of immersive virtual environments, AR/VR and the current
push for virtual telepresence, there has never been a greater need
for methods that can capture and render realistic digital humans
efficiently, while requiring little artist effort.
Leveraging the latest advances in multi-view imaging and computational photography, an important body of research on facial
scanning and performance capture has given rise to powerful methods for creating digital content that includes high-resolution 3D
scans of an actor’s face, with corresponding appearance textures
for high-fidelity skin rendering. However, getting skin to render
realistically is only part of the process, as other facial attributes such
as eyes, the interior of the mouth, facial and scalp hair are all just as
important to convey realism. Unfortunately, filling in the missing
parts in 3D scans remains a tedious task that requires many work
hours from skilled artists to obtain a high-quality digital human.
An attractive alternative to the traditional modeling and rendering pipeline is the recent advent of so-called neural rendering
techniques [Tewari et al. 2020c], which can synthesize complete
photo-realistic images without explicitly modeling the underlying
scene properties nor its complex light transport process. Instead of
using hand-crafted rendering models, neural rendering bypasses
the traditional graphics pipeline and exploits deep learning techniques to encapsulate the complexity of the rendering task into a
learned, data-driven rendering module. In particular, image generators based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [Goodfellow
et al. 2014] have gained attention from the wider graphics and vision
community, for their ability to learn the image formation model
from large image datasets and then create new images that are indistinguishable from real ones. Along these lines, style-based image
generators [Karras et al. 2019, 2020] have rapidly grown in popularity for their ability to synthesize a complete portrait of a human face
with extremely high-fidelity. Follow up work has shown that these
synthetic face images can be controlled by traversing the latent space
of the network [Abdal et al. 2021; Härkönen et al. 2020; Shen et al.
2020], allowing semantic manipulation of attributes like head pose,
illumination and facial expressions. It is even possible to project real
face images into the latent space of these generators [Abdal et al.
2019, 2020; Xia et al. 2021; Zhu et al. 2020b], opening up a host of
editing applications for portrait images. However, in comparison
with traditional rendering, this neural approach offers significantly
less control, in particular when the task is to render a specific identity in a desired expression with a given viewpoint and illumination
conditions - the typical problem in computer graphics. The problem is further complicated when one wishes to render not just a
single image but a consistent video of facial animation (e.g., performances or even simple camera movements) with facial attributes
that change gradually and consistently across subsequent images,
in a controllable manner. Despite the progress so far in both fields,
there is still a large gap between the precise but time-consuming
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controllability of traditional face rendering and the efficient but
difficult-to-control neural approaches.
In this paper we take a step towards bridging this gap, as we
propose a new neural rendering pipeline driven by traditional, highquality facial performance capture and skin appearance rendering.
Our goal is to render multiple full-head portraits from realistic but
incomplete facial scans, bypassing the burden of explicitly creating
a complete 3D head asset with hair, eyes, and inner mouth. Our
method starts by rendering the facial skin of the digital actor in
high quality (without the complexity of modeled hair, eyes, and
inner mouth) in the desired expressions and scene configurations.
We then perform an optimization to simultaneously project these
partial renders into the latent-space of a pre-trained image generator (StyleGAN2 [Karras et al. 2020]), obtaining full-head renders
including the hair, eyes, and mouth interior. The neural rendered
attributes are finally composited with the high-quality facial skin
renders, yielding complete portrait images. Importantly, we take
special care to optimize over all frames with a regularization approach that aims at consistently inpainting across a sequence of
images, to preserve the face identity and scene properties over time.
As in the traditional animation pipeline, artists have the familiar
full level of control over skin appearance, facial expression, lighting and camera viewpoint, while the neural rendering step allows
for realistically inpainting the missing areas of the rendered face
mesh automatically. As a result, the input sequence of skin renders
is transformed into a sequence of realistic, full-head portraits of a
digital human (Fig. 1).
Going beyond face rendering in the field of entertainment, our
work offers a second major benefit in the field of data-driven machine learning. Deep learning approaches for facial reconstruction [Feng et al. 2020; Lattas et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2020] and facial
recognition [Wang and Deng 2021] rely on high quality labeled
datasets of facial images. Obtaining such datasets of photo-real
faces with ground truth labels (e.g. 3D geometry, appearance, pose,
and lighting) is incredibly challenging. Our new neural rendering
approach is ideally suited to help alleviate this problem. We demonstrate this ability by applying our rendering technique on a face
model built from hundreds of state-of-the-art 3D face scans with
high-quality appearance textures [Chandran et al. 2020]. This allows
us to automatically create an unlimited number of photo-realistic
portrait images with corresponding ground-truth skin geometry and
appearance maps, besides known camera and lighting parameters,
all of which can be used in training neural networks for downstream
applications like face reconstruction or recognition.

2

RELATED WORK

We first review traditional methods for face modeling and rendering,
and then discuss the recent explosion of neural rendering research.

2.1

Traditional Face Modeling And Rendering

Modeling a human face for photo-realistic rendering is a challenging
task, as even the slightest inaccuracy could flag the entire render as
uncanny. Over the last two decades, advances in computer vision
have helped bootstrap face modeling, by providing artists with automatically generated, high-resolution 3D scans of faces, obtained
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from multi-view imagery of an actor under passive illumination
[Beeler et al. 2010, 2011; Bradley et al. 2010]. These approaches
however are targeted at reconstructing the skin surface only and
fail to properly reconstruct facial hair, eyes, teeth or the intrinsic
appearance properties of the face, such as albedo, skin oiliness,
roughness and translucency due to subsurface scattering. Some targeted methods were able to reconstruct eyes [Bérard et al. 2016,
2014], teeth [Velinov et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2016], and hair [Beeler
et al. 2012; Hu et al. 2017, 2014] but unifying everything to a single
complete digital human remains challenging, and computing photorealistic renders requires knowledge of the complex appearance
properties of all the components. When it comes to the skin, a solid
body of research has focused on facial appearance modeling and
acquisition, following the seminal work of Debevec et al. [2000],
which paved the way for a large body of techniques using active
illumination in light stages [Fyffe et al. 2011; Ghosh et al. 2011,
2008], using flash photography [Fyffe et al. 2016], multiplexed illumination [Fyffe et al. 2016; Gotardo et al. 2015] or more recent
passive methods [Gotardo et al. 2018; Riviere et al. 2020]. As with
3D scanning, these appearance capture techniques are limited to
capturing skin and thus cannot accurately estimate geometry and
light scattering properties of a complete human head, including
inner mouth, eyes, or complex structures like hair. Nevertheless, our
approach is to leverage these well-defined methods for high quality
facial skin modeling and rendering, and we propose to build on top
of these techniques by combining traditional rendering with recent
advances in neural face rendering.

2.2

Neural Rendering

Even if traditional methods do exist for capturing, modeling and
rendering all the components of a digital face, putting them all
together for a photoreal digital human requires a lot of manual work
by skilled artists. For this reason, researchers are turning to deep
learning and using neural networks to circumvent the traditional
rendering pipeline with its modeling requirements and complex
simulations of light transport across multiple facial components.
Deep face rendering: An early source of inspiration comes from
the fact that some complex light transport effects such as subsurface scattering can be modeled as simple filtering on the image
plane [Jimenez et al. 2009]. Since convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) are particularly well suited for estimating appropriate convolution kernels from training data, “deep shading” approaches began
to emerge [Nalbach et al. 2017]. Another important step towards
rendering realistic digital humans came from advances in image-toimage translation using U-Nets, which can be trained to translate
a rendering of a human face or body into a more realistic image
that closely matches reference real images [Martin-Brualla et al.
2018]. The deferred neural renderer of [Thies et al. 2019] further
improved generalization over appearance properties and novel view
synthesis by completely dropping the initial hand-crafted shaders
and learning a texture of neural features, which is sampled onto
the image plane of the desired camera view using a coarse 3D geometry estimate; the final step feeds the projected texture into the
image-to-image translation CNN (the neural renderer). Other similar approaches have also been proposed that do not require a 3D
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mesh as proxy geometry and, instead, learn neural features for point
clouds [Aliev et al. 2020] or 3D grids of neural voxels [Lombardi et al.
2019]. Neural radiance fields (NeRFs) also leverage neural volume
rendering by tracing a ray into a particular scene [Mildenhall et al.
2020]. These neural approaches can render full human heads (and
even full bodies) with impressive realism. However, they are limited
to rendering a particular person in a particular lighting environment, while their training requires an extensive set of images of that
person across different views and body poses. A relightable neural
renderer was proposed by Meka et al. [2020]; it was trained on an
even larger image dataset, captured in a light stage under a single
directional light at a time. An encoder was also trained that outputs
a neural texture for a new person not seen during training; however,
this encoder does not have the same fidelity of an optimized, personspecific neural texture and still requires input images and proxy
geometry captured in a light stage, under controlled illumination.

Face image synthesis using GANs: Another line of neural rendering research explores Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
[Goodfellow et al. 2014] that can be trained in an unsupervised
way over very large face image datasets, without requiring any
proxy 3D geometry. These networks can learn powerful implicit
models that produce realistic human portraits with both male and
female faces of different identities, ethnicities, ages, expressions,
viewpoint, lighting, hair styles, accessories (glasses, ear rings) and
backgrounds [Choi et al. 2018, 2020; Huang et al. 2017; Karras et al.
2018, 2019, 2020; Shen et al. 2018; Tang et al. 2018]. Some of these
2D image generators do have an explicit understanding of the underlying 3D scene [Chan et al. 2021; Nguyen-Phuoc et al. 2019;
Schwarz et al. 2020], but do not yet provide the same visual quality
of other image generators. Overall, as researchers soon realized,
these pre-trained networks can be effectively turned into “neural
morphable face models” when paired with a projection algorithm
that optimizes for the network’s input parameters as to approximate
the appearance of a given real image [Abdal et al. 2019, 2020; Zhu
et al. 2020b,a]. Among these pre-trained models, StyleGAN [Karras
et al. 2019] and StyleGAN2 [Karras et al. 2021, 2020] have stood out
not only due to their representative power and realism, but also due
to the large degree of disentanglement in the different dimensions
of the latent codes. Several recent papers have explored the latent
space of StyleGAN and StyleGAN2 using facial attribute classifiers
as to identify “editable” latent dimensions corresponding to semantically meaningful attributes such as facial pose, lighting, expressions,
gaze, gender, age, glasses, hair and beard styles [Abdal et al. 2021;
Härkönen et al. 2020; Shen et al. 2020; Shen and Zhou 2020; Wu
et al. 2020]. Knowledge of such dimensions has then allowed for
manipulating the latent code as to produce high-level semantic
edits on both synthetic and (projected) real images with unprecedented ease and realism. In a non-face setting, Zhang et al. [2021]
investigate the latent space of a pre-trained generative model by
training an additional network with a differentiable renderer to identify latent dimensions that control viewpoints. Fine-grain control
with such approaches is still lacking, as it is often difficult to edit a
specific facial attribute without unintentional side-effects on other
attributes such as facial identity. The StyleRig approach of Tewari
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.
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et al. [2020a] proposes controlling the portraits generated by StyleGAN by translating more intuitive edits applied on a 3D deformable
face model (3DMM). However, only synthetic images generated by
StyleGAN can be manipulated, and not real ones. In addition, the
simple renderings of their 3DMM are devoid of skin detail and do
not provide enough constraints on facial identity. Their subsequent
work [Tewari et al. 2020b] describes an optimization approach for
editing a real image with a pre-trained StyleRig network, using the
real image to anchor the editing results via an identity preservation
loss. Still, the demonstrated results show the expression edits are
limited to adding a smile, pose remains nearly frontal, and lighting
smooth. While we consider a different application and indeed find
that StyleGAN2 limits viewpoint manipulation, we show results in a
more varied range of expressions and lighting conditions with consistent identity. Kowalski et al. [2020] also approach the concept of
semantically controlling real images by using intuitive parameters
borrowed from computer graphics. They train their own GAN with
two separate encoders (for real and synthetic data) with a shared
latent space and a single image decoder. Garbin et al. [2020] project
non-photorealistic face renders into the StyleGAN2 latent space
to obtain more realistic full head portraints. Although their work
is somewhat similar to ours, it has a different goal: they wish to
approximately control the output of the generative network but
allow the resulting face to deviate from the input non-realistic appearance; we provide final photo-realistic skin renders and only
seek to consistently inpaint the missing components (hair, eyes,
inner mouth, and background) from the StyleGAN2 output. Pernuš
et al. [2021] recently explored a masked optimization scheme to obtaining more spatial control over the projection of individual frames
into the StyleGAN2 latent space. Another stream of recent work
explores training an encoder network that receives an input image
and predicts the latent vector that approximates the input as closely
as possible through a pre-trained generator. Such a StyleGAN2 encoder [Richardson et al. 2021] was extended by [Tov et al. 2021]
to also allow for the semantic manipulation of the provided image.
With such encoder, the recent PhotoApp method [Mallikarjun et al.
2021] achieves good consistency on viewpoint and lighting manipulations on a real face image, at the expense of requiring a large
multiview, light stage training dataset for supervised learning. Alaluf
et a. [2021] later identified that simple StyleGAN2 encoders are suboptimal in their ability to faithfully reconstruct the input image and
proposed an iterative encoding scheme that improves reconstruction quality. Overall, previous work has focused on projecting and
editing individual complete images. In contrast, our method focuses
on inpainting the missing areas in skin renders and optimizes for
simultaneous neural renderings under artist-controllable expression,
camera viewpoint, and illumination. This is done while still matching the desired skin render and promoting a temporally consistent
identity and configuration in the synthesized components.

3

RENDERING WITH STYLE

This section describes Rendering with Style, our hybrid face rendering approach that combines traditional, high-quality renderings
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.

of incomplete facial scans and inpainting using a pre-trained neural face model. Rendering with Style allows for the generation of
photorealistic sequences of full-head human portraits.
We consider a scenario in which high-quality 3D facial geometry
and appearance maps are available a priori, either through capture
methods using a state-of-the-art photogrammetry system [Gotardo
et al. 2018; Riviere et al. 2020], or otherwise synthesized programmatically or artistically. These assets are typical results available
when creating a digital human, but typically only represent the
facial skin surface. We expect the skin geometry to be defined by a
mesh with UV-parameterization defining the space of appearance
maps such as diffuse and specular albedo, specular roughness, and
high-frequency geometric detail from displacement maps. We also
assume that a 3D facial blendshape model, another common asset
used in facial animation, has been precomputed. Thus, using standard ray-tracing software, this 3D face skin mesh can already be
rendered quite realistically in different facial expressions, viewing
points, lighting conditions, and appearance parameters, with the
familiar level of control. However, this model is still missing hair,
ears, eyes, inner mouth (teeth, gums, tongue), all of which are important attributes that typically demand many more hours of work
to generate a complete head of a realistic digital human asset.
Here, instead of continuing down the traditional digital human
pipeline, we propose an alternative approach based on neural rendering. We leverage the fact that powerful image-based face models
such as StyleGAN2 [Karras et al. 2020], pre-trained on very large
face datasets, capture high-level semantics and correlations across
the different elements of the human head. We thus leverage these
correlations to generate full human head portraits from our highquality 3D skin renders that, although incomplete, do encode rich
information on facial identity, its many attributes, and the surrounding lighting environment. We highlight that our method can also
be used without modification with the more recent Alias-Free StyleGAN2 [Karras et al. 2021], which is even better suited for animation.
Our optimization energies are also largely generator agnostic, enabling our method to readily leverage future advances in GANs.
The following sections present a detailed description of the two
main stages in our hybrid rendering pipeline: traditional rendering
for the skin pixels (Section 3.1), and neural projection using StyleGAN2 as our face model for the rest of the image (Section 3.2). The
final result will be a composite of the two steps, keeping the best
from both approaches (Section 3.4).

3.1

Traditional Rendering

In the first step of our pipeline, we render high-fidelity facial skin
geometry, consisting of high-resolution 3D meshes with 4K displacement maps that capture fine geometric detail down to pore
level. The data also includes appearance maps (4K albedo and specular intensity) acquired using recent capture methods [Beeler et al.
2011; Riviere et al. 2020]. Following Riviere et al. [2020], we render skin as a two-layer model where the top layer is described
by a Cook-Torrance [Cook and Torrance 1981] microfacet BRDF
model covering a diffuse layer where we model subsurface scattering through diffusion, following the texture-space technique of
d’Eon et al. [2007]. We further render a mask which covers only
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Fig. 2. Our processing pipeline starts by generating high-quality skin renders via the traditional rendering pipeline with corresponding masks that
indicate pixel targets for the rendering loss of the neural projection step.

parts of the face that correspond to skin and follow the approach
described in Karras et al. [2019] to align the render to a 2D canonical
space prior to projecting into the latent space of StyleGAN2. Fig. 2
shows an example input to our neural projection procedure, which
we describe in the next section. Later, in Fig. 13, we also discuss
how the quality of the data and the rendering itself can affect the
visual quality of the final results.

3.2

Fig. 3. The multi-frame neural projection step uses a pre-trained StyleGAN2 network as a morphable face model to realistically inpaint the missing attributes of an initial sequence of ray-traced images (with optional
background cues). To avoid overfitting and facilitate consistent inpainting,
projections are not required to exactly match the skin renders. The final
compositing step embosses the full-detail raytraced skin appearance on top
of the projection results.

Neural Projection

Given an input sequence with 𝐾 high-quality rendered images 𝐼𝑘 ,
depicting the skin surface of a particular person, our goal now is to
generate a new sequence of neural projection images
𝑃𝑘 = StyleGAN2(x𝑘 ) ≈ 𝐼𝑘 ,

𝑘 ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 𝐾 ,

(1)

using a pre-trained StyleGAN2 generator as the image formation
model of our full-head portraits 𝑃𝑘 . Following the natural analysisby-synthesis approach for fitting morphable face models to images,
we optimize the sets of StyleGAN2 input parameters x𝑘 (see below)
as to generate facial images whose skin patches resemble those of
our high-quality physically-based renderings. We thus explore the
correlations learned by StyleGAN2 to plausibly and realistically
inpaint the face elements that are missing in each 𝐼𝑘 .
We focus on the scenario in which all the 𝐼𝑘 depict the same
person and, therefore, seek to preserve with high fidelity not only
the facial identity, but also the (so far unconstrained) missing facial
elements and surrounding features, which must be generated in a
semantically consistent way over the output sequence 𝑃𝑘 . These
requirements rule out the straightforward naive approach of optimizing for each projection 𝑃𝑘 independently, for two main factors:
(1) even the optimization of a single StyleGAN2 latent code is a
nontrivial, nonlinear optimization problem that can lead to different
local optima, corresponding to very different inpainted areas (see
Section 4.2 and Fig. 14 for an illustration); and (2) a naïve, greedy projection strategy inevitably overfits the highly-detailed skin renders
in each 𝐼𝑘 and, as a side-effect, small spurious correlations learned
by StyleGAN2 introduce inconsistencies into the unconstrained
inpainted areas.
To generate a sequence of full-head portraits with inpaintings
that are semantically consistent and realistic, we therefore propose
a novel optimization procedure that projects all the input renderings

𝐼𝑘 simultaneously, while also enforcing additional constraints on the
projections 𝑃𝑘 and on their associated set of optimization parameters
x𝑘 (Fig. 3). We formulate our search for the optimal set of image
parameters X as an energy minimization problem over the entire
input image sequence I = {𝐼 1, 𝐼 2, . . . , 𝐼𝐾 },
min 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 (X, I) + 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 (X),
X

X = {x𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐾 } .

(2)

This problem comprises not only the usual data term with rendering
constraints 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 (X, I), masked by the skin pixel mask, but also an
inpainting consistency energy 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 (X) that largely operates in the
nullspace of 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 (X, I), as detailed in Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1

Parameterization

To derive an adequate parameterization for this non-trivial, nonlinear optimization problem, we first note that we do not require
that the projections 𝑃𝑘 exactly match the skin renders 𝐼𝑘 , as the
rendered skin appearance is restored by our final blending step
(Section 3.4). Thus, our main goal here is the inpainting of missing portrait elements, which must look realistic and correlate well
with the rendered skin patches. And to maintain realism, we must
ensure that our solutions remain in a well-behaved location of the
StyleGAN2 parameter space (although this generator has been pretrained on a large number of human images, it has been found to
also generate unrealistic faces and even cat faces [Zhu et al. 2020b]).
Further as we shown in Fig. 15, an unconstrained projection of
partial renders into StyleGAN2 can result in unrealistic inpaintings.
For the aforementioned reasons, we model each parameter vector x𝑘 using convex linear combinations of 𝑁 known, latent basis
vectors b𝑛 that are randomly sampled in a well-behaved region of
the StyleGAN2 latent space. Before the optimization, we sample
basis vectors in the initial Z-space and feed each one through the
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.
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different MLPs within StyleGAN2, at each resolution level, to obtain
basis vectors b𝑛 in the final S-space. As in Karras et al. [2020], we
also apply truncation to remain in a well-behaved region near the
origin. These pre-generated basis vectors are the 𝑁 columns of a
basis matrix B (similar to [Garbin et al. 2020]). Here, we further
split matrix B (respectively, each b𝑛 ) uniformly into many fixed-size
segments B𝑐 of contiguous rows, 𝑐 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝐶}. We then model
B1



x𝑘 = 





B2
..

.








B𝐶 

 𝜶 𝑘1 




 𝜶 𝑘2 
𝛼 ≥ 0, ∀𝛼 ∈ 𝜶 𝑘𝑐



, (3)
 .  , s.t.

 .. 
 ∥𝜶 𝑘𝑐 ∥1 = 1, ∀𝑘𝑐



𝜶 
 𝑘𝐶 

where each 𝜶 𝑘𝑐 ∈ R𝑁 has weights of a convex linear combination
that represents a segment of x𝑘 . Thus, solving for our sequence
of projections X corresponds to optimizing for 𝐾 weight vectors
𝜶 𝑘 = [𝜶 𝑘1, 𝜶 𝑘2, . . . , 𝜶 𝑘𝐶 ] ∈ R𝑁𝐶 .
This new representation with 𝐶 partitions allows us to control
the number of degrees of freedom in our parameterization 𝜶 𝑘 and
its expressibility (more per-segment weights); it allows us to reach
a balance between exploring parameter correlations within each
block B𝑐 , while also benefiting from the good semantic disentanglement across the different B𝑐 , which define good building blocks
of solutions with high realism. For our experiments in Section 4,
we always sampled a set of 𝑁 = 64 random basis vectors and partitioned them into 64 segments per resolution layer of StyleGAN2
(𝐶 = 1152 segments in total). Segment lengths do not change during
optimization. Although future work could investigate better segmentation strategies, we empirically found this strategy to provide
good expressiveness and also realistic solutions in well-behaved
regions of the StyleGAN2 latent space. An ablation study on 𝑁 and
𝐶 is presented in Section 4.2.
During optimization, the weights 𝜶 𝑘𝑐 of each segment are passed
through a softmax function before applying them on their corresponding basis vectors. This ensures that the blended segment of x𝑘
is always within the convex hull of the basis segments. Although the
total number of (softmax) weights in each vector 𝜶 𝑘 seems large,
in practice very few of them are non-zero (roughly 6 per segment
𝜶 𝑘𝑐 ). In the following, for simplicity of notation, we define our
optimization energies only in terms of X, x𝑘 , 𝑃𝑘 and 𝐼𝑘 .
As mentioned, our basis vectors b𝑛 are defined in the S-space
of StyleGAN2. Optimizing X in S-space is preferable due to its
excellent level of feature disentanglement and fine control, as recently shown by Wu et al. [2020] for the manipulation of individual
projections. In our case, computing the 𝐾 projections in S-space
allows some parameter segments to change per target 𝐼𝑘 and better
fit the individual skin renders, while other segments that represent inpainted areas can be consistently constrained across all 𝐾
projections. In contrast to previous work, our projection method
does not require hierarchical optimization over different spaces of
StyleGAN2 to achieve good convergence [Abdal et al. 2020, 2021;
Tewari et al. 2020b].
To introduce spatial variability and detail, StyleGAN2 adds random noise maps to its intermediary feature channels at different
resolutions. These perturbations affect the generated images locally,
for example changing a smooth hairstyle to a more frizzy one. In
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.

our optimization, a single set of spatial noise maps (at different resolutions) is shared by all the generated projections 𝑃𝑘 . In contrast to
previous work, here we can simply sample these maps randomly and
do not need to fit them to the input images. The one exception is for
animations that contain camera viewpoint changes, where the fixed
2D detail generated by the noise maps would be inconsistent with
the 3D projections. Thus, for these examples with camera motion
we disable the noise component. Note that rendered skin areas still
maintain their full level of detail due to our final, compositing step.
3.2.2

Rendering Energy

As already noted, we do not require StyleGAN2 to match with
high fidelity the unique identity features seen in our high-quality
input skin renders; optimization is thus focused on guiding the
inpainting of the missing parts onto the neural projected image 𝑃𝑘 ,
without overfitting the traditional renders. After optimization, a
final compositing step is performed to emboss all the fine detail of
𝐼𝑘 onto the resulting, complete portrait 𝑃𝑘 (Section 3.4).
To guide inpainting in 𝑃𝑘 using the information available in the
ray-traced input RGB images 𝐼𝑘 , we use a combination of the popular
LPIPS perceptual loss [Zhang et al. 2018] and a face segmentation
loss derived from [Yu et al. 2020],
Õ
 2
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 (X, I) = 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑
𝑀𝑘 𝛷 (𝐼𝑘 ) − 𝛷 (𝑃𝑘 ) 𝐹 +
(4)
𝑘

𝜆𝑠𝑒𝑔

Õ

 2
𝑀𝑘 𝛹 (𝐼𝑘 ) − 𝛹 (𝑃𝑘 ) 𝐹 .

(5)

𝑘

Here, 𝛷 (·) denotes the set of feature activations from layers conv1-1,
conv1-2, conv2-2, conv3-3 of a pre-trained VGG-16 network [Simonyan and Zisserman 2015]; 𝑀𝑘 denotes the masking of only
those features corresponding to rendered skin patches in each 𝐼𝑘 . To
generate projections 𝑃𝑘 with a better alignment of the contours of
the eyes and mouth regions, we derive a loss term in Eq. 5, based on
the activations of the final feature layer 𝛹 (·) of a face segmentation
network, before its last softmax layer [Yu et al. 2020, 2018]. This
additional term helps substantially improve the alignment of facial
features especially the lips as we demonstrate in in Section 4.2. This
additional segmentation term may also be used to control the spatial
layout of the inpainted terms [Pernuš et al. 2021]. The weights 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑
and 𝜆𝑠𝑒𝑔 are used to balance the strength of these rendering energies
relative to the consistency constrains below, to avoid overfitting.
Optionally, to provide a simple mechanism for controlling the
inpainting of the background, we also allow the first rendering term
in Eq. 4 to include small areas with render targets for background
pixels. These per-image background constraints can come from simple scribble lines, or from parts of existing images (i.e., the lat-long
environment map used to render the skin targets), thus providing additional information on background visibility and even lighting that
is useful to guide the inpainting during the optimization (see Fig. 7
and Fig. 9 for examples).
3.2.3

Inpainting Consistency Energy

Since the rendering energy above still leaves some of the inpainted
areas largely underconstrained and susceptible to spurious correlations in StyleGAN2, this section derives additional constraints that
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operate mainly in the nullspace of 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 (·) and promote consistency
across the inpainted areas of the sequence of projections 𝑃𝑘 .
The inpainting consistency constraints comprise different terms
in both the StyleGAN2 S-space and on the projected image plane,
Õ
2
x𝑘 − x̄ 2 +
(6)
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 (X) = 𝜆𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑘

𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝

Õ

2

x𝑘 − x𝑘−1 2 +

(7)


¯ 2.
e𝑘 𝛷 (𝑃𝑘 ) − 𝛷 (𝑃)
𝑀
𝐹

(8)

𝑘

𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑡

Õ
𝑘

The first loss term in Eq. 6 promotes consistency by minimizing
the variance of each style parameter of the vectors x𝑘 , with x̄ denoting the mean vector. When the sequence of projections has a
well-defined temporal ordering (i.e., animation), a non-zero weight
𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 is used in Eq. 7 to penalize differences between temporal
neighbors. This constraint enforces inpainting consistency by effectively minimizing the length of the path from the first through the
last animation frames in latent space.
The third term in Eq. 8 specifically enforces consistency of the
inpainted areas (hair, eyes, teeth, etc) and is applied on the image
plane, where we can better specify the spatial extent of the consistency constraints. To better tolerate small in-plane motion, we apply
the same LPIPS perceptual loss on the inpainted areas, as described
for Eq. 4. This term is disabled (𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑡 = 0) when the camera view
(and head pose) changes significantly throughout the projections
(when we expect large in-plane motion of inpainted areas) and when
different per-frame background targets are provided in the rendering term in Eq. 4. The anchoring target 𝑃¯ for the inpainted areas is
automatically generated by first computing a rough solution X with
a single parameter segment (𝐶 = 1 in Eq. 3). From this first solution,
¯ generated from the mean x̄ in
we compute the mean projection 𝑃,
latent space, and then penalize variations from this average inpainte𝑘 , which does
ing on the image plane using a complement mask 𝑀
not affect the raytraced skin pixels.
Note that the parameterization in Section 3.2.1 already guarantees
that our solutions remain in a well-behaved region of the latent
parameter space (no other regularization term is needed to prevent
drifting towards unrealistic face projections).

3.3

Optimization Details

Our multi-frame neural projection was implemented in pyTorch
using an Adam optimizer. To optimize over arbitrarily long sequences of 𝐾 projections, we store our global set of parameters
X in a 𝐾 × 𝑁 × 𝐶 tensor, with 𝑁 = 64 basis vectors and 𝐶 = 1152 parameter segments. This tensor is optimized over multiple epochs just
as when training a regular neural network. At each iteration in an
epoch, we retrieve a small temporal window (batch) of consecutive
projections x𝑘 to be feed forward through the StyleGAN2 generator,
obtaining images that are subject to our rendering and consistency
constraints. This strategy allows us to optimize X without constraining the sequence length 𝐾 or running into GPU memory bottlenecks.
For very long sequences, computation time is the main drawback.
The experiments in Section 4 were all run on a single 1080Ti GPU,
taking on average 60 seconds per input frame, with a pre-trained
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StyleGAN2 model at resolution 1024 × 1024. Optimization was run
for 200 iterations with a batch size of 2 projections and learning
rate 𝑙𝑟 = 0.1 . The different weights of our energy terms were set as:
𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 1, 𝜆𝑠𝑒𝑔 = 0.01, 𝜆𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.0001, 𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = 0.0001, 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑡 = 0.1.

3.4

Final Compositing

Although StyleGAN2 is a very powerful portrait generator, it still
cannot faithfully reproduce the person-specific, high-frequency detail in the input skin renders 𝐼𝑘 . For this reason, the optimization
procedure described in Section 3.2 is designed to compute neural
projections 𝑃𝑘 that match each 𝐼𝑘 only closely enough as to provide
high-quality, realistic inpaintings for the areas that are missing on
each 𝐼𝑘 . After optimization, small discrepancies still exist between
the desired skin appearance on 𝐼𝑘 and the neural face render 𝑃𝑘 .
To obtain final images 𝐼𝑘∗ that combine the original skin renders
and the inpainted areas, our method leverages the set of well-studied
and well-defined methods for traditional face rendering, instead of
trying to replace them. Thus, this final step in our rendering pipeline
uses traditional compositing to blend the details from the original
render 𝐼𝑘 onto the neural projection 𝑃𝑘 ,
𝐼𝑘∗ = (𝐺 ∗ 𝑀ˆ 𝑘 )𝐼𝑘 + (1 − 𝐺 ∗ 𝑀ˆ 𝑘 )𝑃𝑘 .

(9)

Here, 𝐺 denotes a Gaussian filter that is convolved on the skin mask
𝑀ˆ 𝑘 to yield an alpha matte that has ones within the rendered skin
area, zeros outside, and blended smoothly at the borders. For better
blending, 𝑀ˆ 𝑘 is the result of first applying morphological erosion
(30 steps of 1 pixel) on the original skin mask 𝑀𝑘 , illustrated in
Fig. 2, before the Gaussian blur. We provide an evaluation of how
close the neural projection result matches the target face render in
Section 4.2, along with an illustration of the quality improvement
achieved with this compositing step (Fig. 19).

4

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

Here and in the supplemental video, we showcase the results of
Rendering with Style starting with different examples of neural projection rendering (Section 4.1), followed by an evaluation of the
algorithm with ablations (Section 4.2). Finally we demonstrate how
our method can be used to generate realistic, synthetic training data
for deep learning applications (Section 4.3).

4.1

Neural Projection Rendering

We first demonstrate the power of our rendering approach and its
ability to generate complete digital human renders for many faces
in Fig. 4. Thanks to the generative power of StyleGAN2 combined
with the compositing of rendered skin, the resulting faces match the
identity, viewpoint and illumination of the traditional render, but are
automatically completed with plausible hair, eyes and backgrounds.
Animating Expression. An important component of our approach
is that we can render multiple frames in a consistent way. Fig. 5 illustrates several facial expressions, rendered with consistent identity
including hair, eyes and background. Fig. 6 shows further examples
of different subjects. Note that we include only one of the target
renders for context, but all expression renders were used in our joint
optimization across frames. We encourage the reader to view the
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.
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Fig. 4. Our method can automatically complete ray-traced faces (top) to create photo-realistic face renders that match diverse target skin identities (bottom).

supplemental video for more examples of consistent full portrait
renderings under facial performance animations.

Fig. 5. Our multi-frame neural projection method yields consistent inpaintings across different expression frames. In addition, thanks to the final
compositing step, the results also match the target high-detail skin renders.

Rendering with Style allows the typical levels of control available
in traditional face rendering, for example, we can change the environment map to create a novel lighting condition, different from
the captured studio lighting. Several results are shown in Fig. 7 for
different people with animated expressions under different lighting
environments. The figure also illustrates how the inpainting of the
background is guided by parts of the image used as environment
map when rendering the skin.
Animating Illumination. Now, consider the goal of rendering a
consistent identity that matches the scene illumination, while the
illumination changes. Fig. 8 shows three different illumination scenarios, with light coming from the left, front, and right. The results
are photo-realistic renditions of the target digital human, consistently completed and plausibly lit from the desired light (a full
animation is shown in the supplemental video). Pushing the method
to more extreme scenarios, we can optimize over a sequence of renders showing more drastically varying illumination, created using
wildly different environment maps. Fig. 9 shows that our method
can maintain a consistent identity across frames, including all inpainted human body parts, despite the different per-frame lighting
and background constraints.
Animating Viewpoint. Another parameter that is easy to control
in the traditional graphics pipeline is camera viewpoint. In our
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.

Fig. 6. Our face rendering method can produce consistent results across
expression frames of different people. Here we show only the first input
ray-traced render in the first column (to save space).

experiments, we have found that obtaining consistent facial inpaintings under free viewpoint variations is still very challenging with
the current StyleGAN2 model. Reliably, our method can generate
realistic facial renders within +/− 30 degrees. Fig. 10 shows an
example of subjects rendered under different viewpoints. While
the results look realistic, some temporal instability does occur (see
accompanying video), and the method begins to degrade at more
extreme viewpoints (around and beyond +/− 30 degrees), where the
inpainted areas remain static, as visible in the video. However, there
is already a considerable amount of work being done to improve
current image generators and encoders [Mallikarjun et al. 2021] that
can benefit our approach in the near future.
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Fig. 7. Examples of consistent expression rendering under different lighting
environment, for different subjects. Note that a small portion of the background is added as soft constraints to guide the neural rendering towards
the image used as environment map for skin rendering.

Combined Animations. Finally, we show examples of animating
multiple components in combination, for example animating the
lighting or viewpoint during a performance, and simultaneously animating all three components. Some examples are shown in Fig. 11,
and further illustrated in the supplemental video. It is clear that
varying multiple scene properties at once does challenge the optimization, and some artifacts do start to appear, both in the form of
under-fitting the desired skin renders as well as introducing minor
temporal instabilities in the inpainted regions (e.g., the third row
of Fig. 11). Figure 12 shows that better results are obtained when
varying all scene components (expression, viewpoint and illumination), but only one at a time, still with a single optimization for a
single identity. Note that for Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the ray-traced skin
renders have been omitted due to space limitations.

4.2

Fig. 8. Here we show that varying the lighting direction still produces a
consistent identity with a realistic render, demonstrated on two subjects.

Evaluation

Recent work has shown that non-photorealistic renders of faces can
be projected into the latent space of StyleGAN2 to approximately
control the image generation process [Garbin et al. 2020]. One limitation of that approach is that the resulting face image does not
closely match the rendered input geometry. Our method is designed
to obtain a close match between the shape of the rendered face and
the final face. Still, we require a more elaborate high-quality skin
render as the input. Inspired by Garbin et al. [2020], here we first
apply our method on simple OpenGL rendered faces, to determine
the importance of high fidelity in the original renders. As Fig. 13
shows, the StyleGAN2 latent space is able to closely match even the
non-photorealistic OpenGL renders, creating uncanny results. We
conclude that our method works best with higher quality ray-traced
face renders, as shown on the right of Fig. 13.
We also wish to highlight the importance of our main contribution - the ability to optimize the neural projection over all frames in

Fig. 9. We demonstrate consistent neural projection rendering under different (extreme) environment lighting.

a sequence consistently. Without this optimization, simply performing an independent projection for each frame in a sequence (e.g.
following Image2StyleGAN++ [Abdal et al. 2020]) results in inconsistent renders as shown in Fig. 14. Clearly, the hair, background,
clothing can all change from frame to frame, which is an unsuitable
result for most applications.
Finally, we perform an ablation study to justify our design decisions and parameter value choices. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, we
parameterize our problem using convex linear combinations of 𝐶
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.
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Fig. 12. Simpler scenario where more consistent inpainting is obtained when
varying all scene components (expression, viewpoint and illumination), but
only one at a time, still with a single optimization for a single identity

Fig. 10. Facial renders sequence with changing viewpoint for two subjects:
under free viewpoint, obtaining consistent facial inpaintings is still very
challenging with the current StyleGAN2 model. Our method can generate
more consistent inpaintings within +/− 30 degrees.
Ray-Traced Render Result

Fig. 13. Applying our method on non-photorealistic face renders yields
uncanny results (first 3 columns), showing the importance of the highquality ray-tracing component (compared in the 4th column).

Expression,
View & Illum.

Expression &
Viewpoint

Expression &
Illumination

OpenGL Render Result

Fig. 11. Rendering with Style allows for varying multiple combinations of
scene properties simultaneously in a single optimization, for example expression and illumination, expression and viewpoint, and expression, viewpoint
and illumination all together. With increased variability, conflict between
the energy terms also increases and results can degrade (bottom row).

segments from 𝑁 known, latent basis vectors randomly sampled
near the center of the StyleGAN2 latent space. One main reason
for doing so is to ensure that the inpainted areas, such as eyes and
teeth, remain realistic while optimizing to match the target skin
pixels. In our first ablation, we compare this approach to general
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.

Fig. 14. Optimizing each frame independently as done in related work (e.g.,
Image2StyleGAN++) results in large inconsistencies across frames of the
same sequence, whereas our method leads to consistent inpainting (Fig. 5).

unconstrained optimization in the latent space. As shown in Fig. 15,
hierarchically optimizing in each of the StyleGAN2 parameter spaces
(W, W+, and S) sacrifices inpainted regions in order to match the
skin pixels, resulting in unrealistic eyes and inner-mouth regions.
Iterating across these different spaces works well in the simpler case
of projecting a complete image into StyleGAN2. However, when
projecting incomplete renders instead of real images, the missing
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Ours

Convex Opt.

Fig. 15. Unconstrained hierarchical optimization in StyleGAN2 latent spaces
(W, W+, and S) results in unrealistic inpainting of the mouth and eye
regions. Our convex optimization approach generates more plausible inpainting while still matching the target skin well.

Target

w/o Seg. Loss

with Seg. Loss

Segmentation

Error without

Error with

Fig. 18. Optimizing with a face segmentation loss helps the neural projection
to match facial features like the mouth.

Fig. 16. We compare different basis sizes for our convex optimization approach. In practice, 𝑁 = 64 basis vectors produces good results with a
manageable basis size. Error plots show the per-pixel norm of RGB errors,
on a scale of 0-1.

Target

Projection

Composite

Fig. 19. Our neural projections closely match the target skin render but
not exactly. Therefore, we composite the skin render with the projection in
order to obtain the final face render.
Fig. 17. Effect of splitting the parameter vector into different numbers of
segments (per resolution layer): in practice, 64 segments per layer are enough
to yield good fits to the rendered skin targets. Error plots show the per-pixel
norm of RGB errors, on a scale of 0-1.

non-skin areas have no rendering target and remain largely unconstrained. In this case, hierarchical optimization occasionally drifts
into regions of the latent space that produce unrealistic inpainting.
The proposed convex optimization better leverages correlations between rendered and missing areas, providing better building blocks
for more photorealistic solutions, particularly in the inpainted areas. Next we must determine the hyperparameters of this convex
optimization, namely the number of basis vectors (𝑁 ) to use, as

well as the number of segments (𝐶) to divide the parameter vector
into. Fig. 16 shows the result of projecting 2 different subjects into
StyleGAN2 with varying numbers of basis vectors. Given the overall
quality of the projections and the skin error map, we found that
𝑁 = 64 is a reasonable tradeoff of quality over basis size. Note that
lower numbers of basis samples (e.g. 4, 16, 32) may predominantly
contain samples from one gender, which can result in inpainting
a male face with long hair and earrings as we see in the first row.
Fig. 17 shows a similar evaluation of the number of segments to
break the parameter vector into. We found that 64 segments per resolution layer (𝐶 = 1152) are enough to provide good fits to the skin
renders, while more than 64 did not improve results. In addition, an
important component of our optimization is the face segmentation
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.
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Fig. 20. Randomizing different components of the optimization process can
result in different variations of neural face completion (columns 2, 3, 4) given
a single ray-traced sample (column 1), which can be used as a tool for high
quality synthetic data generation.

loss derived from [Yu et al. 2020] (Eq. 5). In Fig. 18 we show that optimizing with this loss helps the neural render to match facial features
like the mouth region. Note that in all the ablation figures so far,
we have shown pure projection results before our compositing step
(Section 3.4). Despite our efforts to optimize within the StyleGAN2
space to match a desired face skin render, the goal is actually not to
match it perfectly but rather generate plausible inpainting for the
surrounding pixels. Fig. 19 shows how close the neural projection
can match a target render, and additionally shows the final result
obtained via our compositing approach, keeping the realistically
inpainted pixels and the high quality traditional ray-traced pixels.

4.3

Dataset Generation

As we mentioned in Section 1, a second major application of our
work is in support of large-scale dataset generation for deep learning.
In particular, our method can be used to generate an unlimited
number of photorealistic face images with corresponding groundtruth 3D geometry, appearance maps, viewpoint, and lighting. Such
a dataset would have great value in the fields of monocular 3D face
reconstruction and facial recognition under uncontrolled, in-thewild conditions. Of course, one way to generate data samples is to
vary the identity, expression, illumination and viewpoint as we have
shown in Section 4.1. However, another very powerful approach is
to vary the random seed used for sampling our latent basis vectors
within the StyleGAN2 domain, which allows us to obtain different
inpainting results even for the same identity, expression, lighting,
and viewpoint combination. Specifically, with different seeds we can
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 6, Article 223. Publication date: December 2021.

Fig. 21. Here we show that our method can render fully synthetic, controllable digital humans, created by a facial geometry variational autoencoder.

synthesize realistic renditions with different hairstyles, hair and eye
colors, jewelry, clothing, and background, as illustrated in Fig. 20.
Furthermore, our method is not limited to only captured data of
real people, but can be applied to fully synthetic 3D face geometry
(e.g. as generated by Chandran et al. [2020]). Fig. 21 demonstrates
photorealistic renders of fully synthetic digital humans (with known
ground-truth 3D geometry, appearance, viewpoint and lighting) that
can help train downstream deep learning applications. As such, we
believe our neural rendering method provides a valuable tool for
many application domains.

5

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented Rendering with Style, a novel method for
rendering high-quality, photorealistic digital humans, combining
the high degree of controllability of traditional rendering with the
representative power of a GAN. This new hybrid method leverages
state-of-the-art techniques for the acquisition, modeling and rendering of skin appearance to render an incomplete face likeness
in an arbitrary scene, and then project the skin renders into the
latent space of a pre-trained image generator that plausibly synthesizes the missing parts. As a result, sequences of high-quality but
incomplete ray-traced facial geometry are enriched with realistic
hair, ears, eyes, and inner mouth areas that would otherwise require
many hours of work from skilled artists to produce using traditional
rendering alone.
Rendering with Style is the first method to leverage multiple, simultaneous neural projections with an optimization procedure especially designed to avoid overfitting, which if overlooked can lead to
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unrealistic results with poor temporal coherency. To maintain realism, a novel parameterization is derived that provides new building
blocks for estimating photorealistic solutions within a well-behaved
convex subspace of the latent parameter domain. A novel rendering
energy is also proposed to avoid overfitting and better align the
neurally impainted and traditionally rendered face areas. Coherency
across multiple neural renderings is promoted via a new inpainting
consistency energy that acts on the missing image areas that are not
constrained by the traditional renderings. The output is a complete,
photorealistic image sequence that retains the identity of the person
with artistic control on facial expression, lighting, and head pose.
Of course, Rendering with Style is not without its limitations.
Like with most deep learning techniques, our approach can be limited by biases in the datasets used to pre-train the neural image
model. These biases can result in sub-optimal performance for certain ethnicities, age groups, head poses, or facial expressions that
are insufficiently captured by the generator’s training data. More
specifically, we currently rely on the StyleGAN2 model that was
trained predominantly on portraits that are nearly frontal-facing. In
addition, image generators such as StyleGAN2 capture 3D semantics only implicitly, making it difficult to inpaint some attributes
consistently across different viewpoints (e.g., the complex occlusion
and in-plane motion of long hair). We also found it challenging to
consistently vary all scene components at the same time (expression,
illumination and viewpoint). Regarding resolution, even though we
can easily render high-resolution skin patches, the current resolution of our inpaintings is limited to the 1024×1024 spatial resolution
of the last StyleGAN2 layer. Finally, our work has not yet focused
on adding artistic control over the inpainted areas, such as the color
of eyes, hair, and hair length, nor trying to match the inpainted
regions to a photograph of a real individual. However, we believe
that simple strategies can be used to alleviate this need, such as
using hand-drawn scribble lines or rendered segmentation masks
of simple 3D priors for regions such as hair [Hu et al. 2015], or
even project a real image together with the traditional renderings to
provide reference teeth, eyes, and hair style to guide the inpainting.
Nonetheless, given the current pace at which research is advancing in the fields of deep learning and neural rendering, we are
confident that these limitations can be addressed in future work.
For instance, StyleGAN2 has just been updated to remove aliasing
artifacts and better generate animation [Karras et al. 2021], another
step forward that nicely meets our goals. In addition, new image
generators are being developed that do capture a more explicit understanding of the 3D scene [Chan et al. 2021]. Our approach is
flexible and can readily incorporate these recent improvements.
We also expect that Rendering with Style will facilitate new advances in other applications of deep learning, such as monocular
facial capture in-the-wild, by providing a means to generate a virtually unlimited amount of realistic training data with ground-truth
3D geometry, appearance, lighting, and viewpoint.
Another exciting topic for future work is to explore some of
the dimensions of StyleGAN2 that have been recently identified as
highly disentangled and capturing semantically meaningful facial
attributes [Abdal et al. 2021]. These findings could be leveraged to
further extend our hybrid rendering pipeline to allow for adding
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beard, glasses and altering other facial attributes via simple edits to
specific dimensions of our optimized parameter vectors.
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